New Series: “City Conversations: Heimat – was ist das?”

Presentation Series at ZAK on the Complexity and Ambivalence of the Conception of Home

As a contribution to the Baden-Württemberg Heimattage in Karlsruhe, ZAK I Center for Cultural and General Studies of Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) will organize a presentation series on the conception of home. Representatives of the city, industry, culture, politics, and science will discuss aspects of urban, global, digital, and virtual home. The City Conversations will take place from May 10 to 31, 2017, on Wednesdays, 7 p.m. in the Lichthof of the Badische Gemeinde-Versicherungs-Verband (BGV). Admission will be free.

[...]

More information on the program and the speakers is available at: www.zak.kit.edu/stadtgespraeche (in German only)

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) pools its three core tasks of research, higher education, and innovation in a mission. With about 9,300 employees and 25,000 students, KIT is one of the big
institutions of research and higher education in natural sciences and engineering in Europe.

KIT – The Research University in the Helmholtz Association

Since 2010, the KIT has been certified as a family-friendly university.
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